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Abstract

The essentiality in the protection of the government restricted areas using the technology of IOT (Internet of Things) has been observed in this research, with the sole aim of providing certain measures to curbing the activities of the terrorists creating dirty scenario within the environment. The neural network employed four input neurons which are the Sensors used as IP address, while the government authorized areas are the clients who receive messages from the IP neurons, there are two separate hidden layers of orders seven each as the processors preceding the output which is the threshold value that has been determined through the sigmoid activation function. The research adopted the deep learning machine language and internet base IP with python socket command lines to address the problem of detecting unauthorized access in the government restricted areas. The unsupervised neural network algorithm used is of configuration 5-7-7-4, which was coded in python functional programming language and trained with the back propagation algorithm with 300 epoch runs to ensure that errors are maintained at about 5

Index terms — IOT, neural network, algorithm, unsupervised learning.

1 I. Introduction

The security of our government protected areas within the government offices and environments is the concerns of all the stakeholders. The only way out is full security surveillance which is based on internet of things to watch over the government offices and raise proper alert when there’s intruders invading the government areas. The research intends to design an intelligent internet based system, which is capable of detecting the activities of the intruders at the odd hours and make an urgent reports to curb the unauthorized access and monitor the footpaths of the intruders.

In some previous studies, involving the use of internet of things (IOT) and designing of algorithm: Serge Thomas et.al used an unsupervised learning algorithm called K-pattern clustering algorithm of Artificial Neural network and came out with certain evidences that IOT can be used in connection with sensors to provide adequate work place environment [3], [7]. He said that users’ daily activities can generate patterns which play an important role in the smart environment. This assisted in receiving prompt alert to detect anomalies in the users’ environment [1], [3]. In a similar work by Moeen et.al, IOT was used to monitor the health based on the cloud-based processing. The researchers considered the applications of the remote health monitoring systems for long term recording, management and came up with realizations that this technology can be used as a decision support system by the medical personnel [2], [4].

The IOT technology was used in data analysis which involves the combination of embedded systems, comprising wired, wireless communications, Sensors and actuator devices. The researchers said that IOT requires data to represent better services to users for performance and intelligence [5], [3]. In this manner, the IOT should be
6 V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

able to access raw data from different sources over the network and analyse these information. This research will try to focus on collecting raw data from different Sensors such as; the actuator sensors as a signal generator to map the footprints of the intruders received from the GPS system, and transforming these for prompt reports, Laser Sensor, ground motion Sensor and sound recognition Sensor.

The system is designed using the coordinates systems of the GPS readings, there’s a set boundary for non-inhabitants entering into the government’s protected areas of the governor’s offices. If an unauthorized access is noticed within these regions, the machine learning system which is also internet connected gives an alert which is viewed through the internet and face recognition cameras within the government’s protected regions. The hardware and Engineering requirements is that the system is designed using the pressure or actuator sensor (intruders steps is on the forbidden or authorized regions to actuate the cameras), Laser Sensor, ground motion Sensor, and the sound detection T

2 II. Model Conceptionalsation
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3 IV. The Neural Architecture

The neural Algorithm used assumes an unsupervised configuration of order 5-7-7-4 that is, a neural network that has a memory that influences future predictions, as whether it should raise an alert for intruders case or not. The four input neurons are the sensors, while the fifth neuron is bias; the algorithm has seven processors in the two separate hidden layers preceding the output which represents the messages sent from each neuron to get an alert from the internet connected sensors with different IP address for message dissemination. The algorithm is coded using python computer language for easier real time data processing and timely information on the security state of the government redistricted areas. Sensor which gives an indication whether there’s an abnormalities in the environment. These sensors are used as the input neurons to carry out information on the states of the regions as per forbidden or an access, in this regards the followings sensors are used; Pressure or Actuator: this will sense the various weights of the different people entering into the government’s protected areas and detects whether it is within the forbidden or authorised regions and send a message through IP camera attached to the sensor for a prompt action and response from the government’s security agent. The second neuron is the ground motion sensor, this is used to detect any un-allowed or strange motion in the forbidden regions of the protected regions in other to issue a response “intruders” for appropriate action.

The third sensor used as input neuron is the sound detection/recognition sensor which detects the unwanted sound like whistling, shouting, and any kind of noise in the environment that is unpleasant for proper action to be taken by the security agent. The forth neuron as input is the Laser light sensor, which senses any kind of search lights, motor pointer light, touch light for a proper action to be taken. A bias neuron is also attached to all the neurons at all the stages of the processing by the algorithm, the architecture of the system and configuration is an unsupervised neural network of four layers.

4 III. the neuron-computing approach

The neuron access or forbidden equation can be expressed as; for the IP input neuron 1, for the IP neuron 2, for the IP neuron 3, for the IP neuron 4. The deep learning Algorithm will assign the weights according the predetermined values and initial conditions. The values; are the various divisions in IP neurons as; being high, medium and low to classify the neurons into the deep learning algorithm for proper training and error corrections. The various value supplied into the algorithm can be viewed from the table below which have been converted into appropriate digit for the machine to learn. The Neural network model using the XOR data is repeatedly presented to the neural network, which is the function of the weights. The network maintains the deep learning intelligently enough to carry out the roles as an automatic machine that relates appropriate messages to the IP neurons in charge of the duty. At each presentation, the error between the network inputs, the hidden layers and the desired output were calculated, which is the threshold energy value when it has been activated through the sigmoid function. The computed values are then fed back to the neural network for proper adjustments.

These sequences of events were done repeated until an acceptable error has been reached, when the network no longer appears to be learning, and the final output computed. The network ensures that the errors from the IP addresses are adequately feedback for automatic responses.

5 Locations and coding sheet for the raw data

6 V. Results and Discussions

The neurons are regarded as the IP addresses while the government restricted areas to be protected is regarded as the clients, the neurons got the signals and immediately transmit the message through the internet protocol address, which is immediately related to the monitoring devices mounted within the closed circuit system. The deep learning algorithm ensures that there’s no delay in response to the signals sent by any of the neurons which are the IP addresses. The figure 3 actually showed a particular case which were simulated from different neurons, these are transformed by geodesic software which mapped the forbidden and the authorised regions within the
government areas. Those regions mapped by the intelligent neurons with red pigments are forbidden regions where the intruders can likely take and the neurons through the sensors mapped the footpaths of the intruders for a message of insecurity to be alerted. These areas have be given the tolerance values of noise signals in terms of Decibels strength for the sensors that measures noise/sound signals in those areas, also the Laser light sensor has been restricted to certain allowable values on the amount of light intensity that can be absorbed in the environment, any value above the threshold set by neurons means the deep learning algorithm will quickly initiate, the Laser sensor IP to relay a message of insecurity signal for the appropriate measures to be taken. In general any abnormality sensed in the environment by the IP neurons are quickly and timely related by the deep learning algorithm for proper action to be taken. The regions mapped by the intelligent neurons with pink pigments are the save areas where the inhabitants of the government premises are allowed to treed without any information been related by the neurons as long as no messages are being sent by the neurons. As can be shown in the neural architecture in figure 2, it is expected that any of the four neurons can send a message through the IP attached to them, but in actual sense, the deep learning algorithm has been coded using an exclusive OR Boolean, to make the neurons more intelligent, which mean if any the IP is active then we can get an insecurity alert for an action to be taken by the security agents which monitor them on internet cameras based on the coordinates in the GPS.

7 VI. Conclusion
The research established that the technology of IOT and pattern recognition gave a better idea of getting vital information in real time and as accurate as possible. The IP Sensors also provides another means of getting a firsthand online message that can assist in reducing the level of crimes involving terrorism in our environments, with a little drawback. The research discovered that it is not only useful to the intending stakeholders, but it can be seen by the public all over the world who are using the internet as at the time of any crime and a good information to prevent other locations around the globe of being invaded by intruders.
**Figure 3:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>00001 30</td>
<td>01001 15 00011</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>01001</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>00001 31</td>
<td>00011 16 00011</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>00101</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>00001 32</td>
<td>00001 17 10001</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>00001</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>00001 33</td>
<td>00011 26 01011</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>00001</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>01001 34</td>
<td>00011 43 01001</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>00011</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>00001 3</td>
<td>00001 45 00011</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>00001</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>28 00001 29</td>
<td>00001 47 00001 01001 37 01001</td>
<td>48 19</td>
<td>01001 00001</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>00001 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Neural Algorithm of Backpropagation Feedback Errors

**Figure 4:**


